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Abstract

The shape-frequency and shape-amplitude after-effects, or SFAE and SAAE, are phenomena in which adaptation to a sinusoidal-
shaped contour results in a shift in, respectively, the perceived shape-frequency and perceived shape-amplitude of a test contour in a
direction away from that of the adapting stimulus. Recent evidence shows that the SFAE and SAAE are mediated by mechanisms sen-
sitive to curvature [Gheorghiu, E., & Kingdom, F. A. A. (2007a). The spatial feature underlying the shape-frequency and shape-ampli-
tude after-effects. Vision Research, 47(6), 834–844]. Therefore we have used the SFAE and SAAE as a tool to study curvature processing.
We examined whether curvature-encoding mechanisms are selective for (i) shape-phase, (ii) curvature polarity (or sign) and (iii) local
orientation. We also investigated whether (iv) the two orthogonal dimensions of a curve, the sag and the cord, are encoded indepen-
dently, and (v) whether curvature encoders are organized in an opponent manner. SFAEs/SAAEs were measured for adapting and test
contours that differed or not in a given spatial property, the rationale being that if the after-effects were smaller when adaptor and test
differed in a particular spatial property then curvature-encoding mechanisms must be selective for that spatial property. Our results
reveal that SFAEs and SAAEs show (i) a degree of selectivity to curves that are mirror symmetric (in our stimuli half-cycle sine-wave
contours in cosine (0/180 deg) shape-phase); (ii) a degree of selectivity to the sign or polarity of curvature; (iii) a degree of selectivity to
local orientation; (iv) independent coding of the sag and the cord of the curve, and (v) no evidence for opponent-curvature coding. The
results agree with neurophysiological studies showing that simple shape dimensions are encoded independently.
� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Physiological and brain imaging studies have shown that
contour shapes are processed at different stages in the visual
cortex, from oriented line and edge detectors in V1 (Hubel &
Wiesel, 1968), to curvature-sensitive detectors in V1 and V2
(Anzai, Peng, & van Essen, 2007; Dobbins, Zucker, &
Cynader, 1987; Dobbins, Zucker, & Cynader, 1989; Hedge
& van Essen, 2000), to parts-of-shape and curvature detec-
tors in V4 (Connor, Brincat, & Pasupathy, 2007; Gallant,
Braun, & Van Essen, 1993; Gallant, Connor, Rakshit, Lewis,
& Van Essen, 1996; Pasupathy & Connor, 1999; Pasupathy
& Connor, 2001; Pasupathy & Connor, 2002) and finally
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to whole-shape detectors in IT and LOC (Gross, 1992; Ito,
Fujita, Tamura, & Tanaka, 1994; Missal, Vogels, Li, &
Orban, 1999; Murray, Kersten, Olshausen, Schrater, &
Woods, 2002; Tanaka, 1996). Psychophysical results are also
consistent with multi-stage cortical processing of shape
(Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2007a; Habak, Wilkinson, Zahker,
& Wilson, 2004; Keeble & Hess, 1999; Koenderink & Rich-
ards, 1988; Levi & Klein, 2000; Regan & Hamstra, 1992;
Suzuki & Cavanagh, 1998; Wilkinson et al., 2000; Wilson,
1991; Wilson & Richards, 1989).

In this communication we provide new psychophysical
evidence concerning the spatial properties of the mecha-
nisms that code contour curvature. Curvature plays an
important role in the representation and recognition of
shapes. A variety of models have been proposed for
curvature detection and discrimination. These include:
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end-stopped V1 cells (Dobbins et al., 1987; Dobbins et al.,
1989); linear comparisons of 1st-stage orientation-selective
filters (Kramer & Fahle, 1996; Tyler, 1973; Wilson, 1985;
Wilson & Richards, 1989; Wilson & Richards, 1992); mul-
tiplicative combinations of 1st-stage orientation-selective
filters (Poirier & Wilson, 2006; Zetzsche & Barth, 1990);
comparisons of 1st-stage positional information (Watt &
Andrews, 1982), perhaps via oriented 2nd-stage filters
(Prins, Kingdom, & Hayes, 2007), and linear filters with
a 2 � 3 matrix of receptive field sub-regions (Koenderink
& Richards, 1988; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1982; Koend-
erink & van Doorn, 1987; Whittaker & McGraw, 1998).

It is important to bear in mind that in order to detect a
curve versus a straight line, or to discriminate two curves,
the visual system might only need to use a minimum amount
of neural machinery, e.g. an end-stopped cell, or a pair of ori-
entation-selective units separated in space. In the case of the
latter mechanism, the visual system need only compare the
outputs of a single orientation-selective unit positioned at
different locations along the curve, or a pair of units with dif-
ferent orientation tunings (Wilson & Richards, 1989). Such a
mechanism requires no a priori knowledge of the curve to be
processed (Wilson & Richards, 1989).

On the other hand to represent or encode curvature as
an independent feature dimension, the visual system pre-
sumably requires something more elaborate: an analysis
of the distribution of responses from detectors tuned to dif-
ferent curvatures, with each curvature detector constructed
from a number of oriented sub-units collinearly arranged
in a curve-shape (Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2007a; Kingdom
& Gheorghiu, 2007). Indeed neurophysiological studies
(Pasupathy & Connor, 2001; Pasupathy & Connor, 2002)
have shown that V4 neurons encode shape in terms of com-
binations of local features that include curvature.

The mechanism by which curves are encoded as opposed
to detected or discriminated is arguably best understood
through studies of curvature appearance (Ben-Shahar &
Zucker, 2004; Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2007a; Gheorghiu
& Kingdom, 2007b), precisely because the perceived curva-
ture of a line will be signaled via the population response of
curvature detectors, just as perceived orientation is signaled
via the population response of orientation-selective detec-
tors. An important class of appearance-based psychophys-
ical tools are after-effects, and we have recently used two
contour-shape after-effects, the shape-frequency and
shape-amplitude after-effects, or SFAE and SAAE, to
study both contour-shape and texture-shape encoding
(Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2006; Gheorghiu & Kingdom,
2007a; Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2007b; Kingdom & Ghe-
orghiu, 2007; Kingdom & Prins, 2005a; Kingdom & Prins,
2005b). The SFAE and SAAE are the perceived shifts in,
respectively, the shape-frequency and shape-amplitude of
a sinusoidal test contour following adaptation to a sinusoi-
dal contour of slightly different shape-frequency/ampli-
tude. As with other spatial after-effects such as the tilt
and luminance spatial-frequency after-effects, the perceived
shifts in the SFAE and SAAE are always in a direction
away from that of the adaptation stimulus (Gheorghiu &
Kingdom, 2007a). Gheorghiu and Kingdom (2007a)
showed that the SFAE and SAAE are most likely mediated
by mechanisms sensitive to local curvature, rather than to
either local orientation or global shape-frequency/ampli-
tude. Although Suzuki and Cavanagh (1998) also found
evidence of adaptation to curvature, in their case extending
across space to retinal areas that had not been adapted,
their use of static stimuli makes it hard to rule out an influ-
ence of orientation adaptation, since Roach, Webb, and
Mcgraw (2007) have recently showed that the tilt after-
effect can also extend to un-adapted spatial locations.
Therefore to our knowledge, the SFAE and SAAE are
the first examples of curvature after-effects that are not
dependent on adaptor shape-phase and which have been
shown not to result from local orientation adaptation
(Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2007a).

Readers can experience the SFAE and the SAAE with
quasi-half-wave-rectified sinusoidal-shaped contours (i.e.
half-wave rectified sinusoidal-contours missing the d.c. part
of contour) in Fig. 1a and b by first moving their eyes back
and forth along the horizontal markers on the left for
about a minute, and then transferring their gaze to the cen-
tral spot on the right. The two test contours, which are
identical, should appear different in shape-frequency or
shape-amplitude. Both after-effects survive shape-phase
randomization during adaptation, as can be expe-
rienced in the non-static, full-sinusoidal adaptor versions
at http://www.mvr.mcgill.ca/Fred/research.htm#contour
ShapePerception.

Recently we investigated both photometric (luminance
and chromatic) and geometric properties of the SFAE
and SAAE (Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2006; Gheorghiu &
Kingdom, 2007a; Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2007b). With
regard to photometric properties we demonstrated that
SFAEs and SAAEs revealed selectivity to luminance con-
trast-polarity, luminance scale, color direction and color-
contrast-polarity (Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2006; Ghe-
orghiu & Kingdom, 2007b). The one exception was that
the SFAE showed little selectivity along the luminance-
chromaticity dimension (Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2007b).
Gheorghiu and Kingdom (2006)’s study of the SFAE also
showed that edge shape encoding mechanisms give greater
weight to fine compared to coarse luminance scales. With
regard to geometric properties we showed that SFAEs
and SAAEs did not result from adaptation to either local
orientation, average unsigned curvature, periodicity/den-
sity (SFAE only), shape-amplitude (SAAE only) or global
shape. Instead, the after-effects resulted from adaptation to
local curvature (Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2007a). In addi-
tion, we have shown evidence for multiplication of first-
stage orientation-selective inputs for curvature-encoding
(Kingdom & Gheorghiu, 2007).

The present study is motivated by certain recent find-
ings/models concerning shape processing, which we now
discuss. First, studies of shape processing have shown that
different dimensions of shapes, such as convexity vs.

http://www.mvr.mcgill.ca/Fred/research.htm#contourShapePerception
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Fig. 1. Stimuli used in the experiments. One can experience (a) the shape-frequency after-effect (SFAE) and (b) the shape-amplitude after-effect (SAAE) by
moving one’s eyes back and forth along the markers located midway between the pair of adapting contours (left) for about 90s, and then shifting one’s
gaze to the middle of the test contours (right). (c) Experiment 1: a single segment of the adaptor in different shape-phases.
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concavity, or curvature and tapering vs. aspect ratio, are
encoded independently (Arguin & Saumier, 2000; Kayaert,
Biederman, Op de Beeck, & Vogels, 2005; Op de Beeck,
Wagemans, & Vogels, 2001). Several studies have shown
that positive and negative curvatures play a different role
in shape representation (Hoffman & Richards, 1984;
Koenderink & van Doorn, 1982), and that there are per-
ceptual asymmetries between positive and negative curva-
tures in various tasks and contexts such as change
detection (Barenholtz, Cohen, Feldman, & Singh, 2003;
Cohen, Barenholtz, Singh, & Feldman 2005), visual search
(Hulleman, te Winkel, & Boselie, 2000; Xu & Singh, 2002)
and localization (Bertamini, 2001). This has motivated us
to consider whether curvature-encoding mechanisms are
selective for curvature polarity.

Second, Gheorghiu and Kingdom (2007a) found that
both SFAEs and SAAEs reached a maximum when the test
contour was gated down to just half a cycle of a sinusoid
centered on the peak or trough, i.e. ± cosine shape-phase.
This raises the possibility that curvature-encoding mecha-
nisms might be shape-phase tuned. However no detailed
examination of curvature shape-phase tuning has to our
knowledge been conducted, and therefore we have exam-
ined the selectivity of curvature-encoding mechanisms to
shape-phase.
Third, Habak et al. (2004) found that radial-frequency
patterns were masked equally by contours whose local ori-
entations were either co-aligned or orthogonally aligned to
the direction of the contour. This suggests a lack of selec-
tivity to local orientation. However, Habak et al. measured
detection thresholds and as we have argued above this may
not necessarily reveal how curvature is represented. There-
fore we have examined the selectivity of curvature-encod-
ing mechanisms to local orientation.

Fourth, Gheorghiu and Kingdom (2007a) provided pre-
liminary evidence suggesting that the SFAE and SAAE are
separable after-effects, consistent with the idea that the sag
and cord of a curve are encoded separately. They found
that adaptation to shape-frequency had no effect on per-
ceived shape-amplitude, and vice-versa. However, Ghe-
orghiu and Kingdom (2007a) only tested one adaptor/test
combination, and so the generality of the result has yet
to be established. To this end we have tested whether the
cord and sag of a curve are independently encoded over
a range of adaptor/test combinations.

Fifth, Poirier and Wilson (2006), in their model of
radial-frequency pattern detection, suggested that curva-
ture detectors are organized in an opponent manner, as
illustrated in Fig. 7a. However, although Poirier and Wil-
son showed that curvature-opponency was consistent with
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their data on radial-frequency pattern detection, no direct
evidence for curvature-opponency was provided, and to
our knowledge none elsewhere exists. Therefore we have
tested whether curvature-encoding mechanisms are orga-
nized in an opponent manner.

To summarize: We have used the SFAE and SAAE to
answer the following questions. Are curvature-encoding
mechanisms (1) selective for curves that are mirror-sym-
metric, that is in cosine phase, (2) selective for curvature
polarity, (3) selective for local orientation, (4) selective
for the curve’s sag and cord, and (5) organized in an oppo-
nent manner?
2. General methods
2.1. Observers

Three subjects participated in the study. The two authors (E.G. and
F.K.) participated in all experiments and one naive observer (A.Y.) partic-
ipated in Experiment 1. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal
visual acuity.
2.2. Stimuli

The stimuli were generated by a VSG2/5 video-graphics card (Cam-
bridge Research Systems) with 12 bits contrast resolution, presented on
a calibrated, gamma-corrected Sony Trinitron monitor, running at
120 Hz frame rate and with a spatial resolution of 1024 � 768 pixels.
The mean luminance of the monitor was 42 cd/m2.Example stimuli are
shown in Fig. 1a and b. Adaptation and test stimuli consisted of pairs
of either full sine-wave-shaped contours or half-wave-rectified sine-wave-
shaped contours missing the ‘d.c.’, part of the contour, except in Experi-
ment 3 in which only one adaptor was used. The mathematical equations
used to construct these contours are given in the Appendix. Unless other-
wise stated, the adaptor pair for the SFAE consisted of contours with a
shape-amplitude of 0.43 deg and shape frequencies of 0.25 and 0.75 c/
deg, giving a geometric mean shape-frequency of 0.43 c/deg. For the
SAAE, the shape-frequency of the adaptor pair was 0.43 c/deg, while
the shape-amplitudes were 0.25 and 0.75 deg, giving a geometric mean
shape-amplitude of 0.43 deg. The two adaptors and tests were presented
in the center of the monitor 3.5 deg above and below the fixation marker.
The cross-sectional luminance profile of the contours was odd-symmetric
and was generated according to a first derivative of a Gaussian function:

LðdÞ ¼ Lmean � Lmean � C � expð0:5Þ � ðd=rÞ � exp½�ðd2Þ=ð2r2Þ� ð1Þ

where d is the distance from the midpoint of the contour’s luminance pro-
file along a line perpendicular to the tangent, Lmean is the mean luminance
of 42 cd/m2, C contrast of 0.5 and r the space-constant of 0.044 deg. The
± sign determined the luminance polarity of the contour. Our contours
were designed to have a constant cross-sectional width, and the method
used to achieve this is described in Gheorghiu and Kingdom (2006).
2.3. Procedure

Each session began with an initial adaptation period of 90 s, followed
by a repeated test of 0.5 s duration interspersed with top-up adaptation
periods of 2.5 s. During the adaptation period, the shape-phase (q) of
the contour (see Appendix) was randomly changed every 0.5 s in order
to prevent the formation of afterimages and to minimize any effects of
local orientation adaptation. The presentation of the test contour was sig-
naled by a tone. The shape-phase (q) of the test contour was also ran-
domly assigned in every test period. The display was viewed in a dimly
lit room at a viewing distance of 100 cm. Subjects were required to fixate
on the marker placed between each pair of contours for the entire session.
A head and chin rest helped to minimize head movements.

A staircase method was used to estimate the PSE. For the SFAE the
geometric mean shape-frequency of the two test contours was held con-
stant at 0.43 c/deg while the computer varied the relative shape-frequen-
cies of the two tests in accordance with the subject’s response. At the
start of the test period the ratio of the two test shape-frequencies was
set to a random number between 0.33 and 3. On each trial subjects indi-
cated via a button press whether the upper or lower test contour had
the higher perceived shape-frequency. The computer then altered the ratio
of test shape-frequencies by a factor of 1.06 for the first five trials and
1.015 thereafter, in a direction opposite to that of the response, i.e.
towards the PSE. The session was terminated after 25 trials. In order that
the total amount of adaptation for each condition was the same, we used a
staircase method that was terminated after a fixed number (25) of trials,
rather than a fixed number of reversals. We found in pilot studies that
25 trials were in general sufficient to produce a convergence that was stable
over the last 20 trials. The shape-frequency ratio at the PSE was calculated
as the geometric mean shape-frequency ratio of the tests adapted, respec-
tively, by the lower and higher shape-frequency adaptors, averaged across
the last 20 trials. The geometric rather than arithmetic mean is the appro-
priate way to average ratios (e.g. if one experiment yields a ratio of 10,000
and the other 0.0001, the arithmetic mean misleadingly gives an average
ratio near 5000, whereas the geometric mean accurately gives a ratio of
1). Six measurements were made for each condition, three in which the
upper adaptor had the higher shape-frequency and three in which the
lower adaptor had the higher shape-frequency.

In addition we measured for each condition the shape-frequency ratio
at the PSE in the absence of the adapting stimulus: the no-adaptor condi-
tion. To obtain an estimate of the size of the SFAE we calculated the dif-
ference between the logarithm of the with-adaptor shape-frequency ratio
at the PSE and the mean logarithm of the no-adaptor shape-frequency
ratio at the PSE, for each with-adaptor measurement. We then calculated
the mean and standard error of these differences across measurements and
these are the values shown in the graphs.

The procedure for measuring the SAAE followed the same principle as
for the SFAE. The computer varied the relative shape-amplitudes of the
two tests in accordance with the subject’s response, while the geometric
mean shape-amplitude of the two test contours was held constant at
0.43 deg.
3. Experiments and results

3.1. Experiment 1: Shape-phase

In this experiment we investigated whether curvature
encoders are tuned for shape-phase. To do so, we used
quasi-half-wave-rectified sine-wave-shaped contour adapt-
ors and full sine-wave-shaped contour tests (see Fig. 1).
We ask whether there is an optimal shape-phase of the
component adaptor fragments for eliciting the SFAE and
SAAE in full-sinusoidal test contours. The use of full sinu-
soidal test contours ensured that the subjects’ judgments

would not be influenced by shape-phase. In other words
use of the same ‘ruler’ (full sinusoidal test contours)
allowed valid comparisons across adaptor shape-phase.
The mathematical equations used to construct full sine-
wave-shaped contours and quasi-half-wave rectified sine-
wave-shaped contours of various (u) are given in the
Appendix. There were eight adaptor shape-phases (u): 0,
p/4, p/2, 3p/4p, 5p/4, 3p/2 and 7p/4. Fig. 1a and b left
shows examples of the 0 and 180 shape-phase adaptor con-
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Fig. 2. Results for Experiment 1: (a) SFAEs (light gray symbols) and (b) SAAEs (black symbols) as a function of adaptor shape-phase. The dashed lines
indicate the after-effects obtained with full sine-wave adaptors and tests.

1 To understand why the average unsigned curvature of a half-cycle sine
and half-cycle cosine fragment is the same, consider dividing the waveform
into three consecutive quarter-cycle fragments between p/2 and p. The
average unsigned curvature of each of these three fragments will be the
same on grounds of symmetry. Therefore any two of these fragments,
whether combined to form a half-cycle sine, or half-cycle cosine fragment,
will also have the same average unsigned curvature.
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ditions, while Fig. 1c shows single segments of all the adap-
tor shape-phase conditions. Note that during the adapta-
tion period the phase (q) of the underlying waveform was
randomly changed every 0.5 s, even though the shape-
phase (u) of the component fragments was fixed (see
Appendix, Eq. (AI.3)). Thus for example in the condition
shown in Fig. 1a, the subject would always see about 6
equally spaced half-cycle cosine-phase fragments, but the
absolute position of a given fragment would change every
0.5 sec. We also measured the SFAE and SAAE with full
sine-wave adaptors.

Fig. 2a shows SFAEs (light gray symbols) and Fig. 2b
SAAEs (black symbols) as a function of adaptor shape-
phase. The dashed lines indicate the after-effects obtained
with full sine-wave adaptors. The after-effects obtained
with quasi-half-wave-rectified adaptors are smaller that
those obtained with full sine-wave adaptors, we assume
because the energy of a continuous contour is greater than
that of a fragmented one.

The results show that both after-effects reach a maxi-
mum when the half-cycle adapting fragments have shape-
phases u = 0 and u = p, although sizeable after-effects
are obtained with other shape-phases. The one exception
was subject F.K.’s SAAE results (Fig. 2b, lower panel)
where only one peak is present at +cosine shape-phase
(u = p). Overall, the results indicate that 0 and p (±cosine
phase) are the optimum shape-phases for eliciting SFAEs
and SAAEs.

One might think that the after-effects were largest at
±cosine phase and smallest at ±sine phase because these
represented the two extremes in average unsigned curva-
ture. However this cannot be the case because our ±cosine
and ±sine phase fragments had the same averaged
unsigned curvature.1
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3.2. Experiment 2: Curvature polarity

In this experiment we investigated whether curvature-
encoding mechanisms are selective for curvature polarity,
or sign. To do this we compared the size of the after-effect
for adaptors and tests that had the same curvature polarity
with adaptors and tests that had a different curvature
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positive or negative, and (b) adaptor and test of different
curvature-polarity, that is, positive adaptor/negative test,
and negative adaptor/positive test. Note that positive and
negative curves were centered on a horizontal line that
ran through the mid-point of each curve, i.e. positioned
in the same vertical retinal locations and not in different
vertical retinal locations as in the case of a full sine-wave
contour.

Fig. 3 shows (c) SFAEs and (d) SAAEs for same (white
bars) and different (dark gray bars) adaptor-test curvature-
polarity conditions. The results show that the SFAEs and
SAAEs are significantly reduced when adaptor and test
contours are of different curvature polarity. In order to
compare the reduction in the size of the after-effect between
observers, we calculated the magnitude of transfer of after-
effect we calculated the magnitude of transfer of after-
effect, defined as the after-effect obtained with opposite cur-
vature-polarity divided by the after-effect obtained with
same curvature-polarity. Fig. 3e and f shows the transfer
for both the SFAE and SAAE. The value of 1 (dashed-line)
indicates complete transfer whereas a value less than 1 indi-
cates partial transfer. Fig. 3e–f shows that both after-effects
transfer only partially between different curvature-polari-
ties (on average, 37% for SFAE and 44% for SAAE). These
results indicate that SFAEs and SAAEs show a degree of
selectivity to local curvature-polarity.

To test whether the after-effects are significantly larger for
the same versus different curvature-polarity conditions we
performed a two-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) with
Sign (positive vs. negative) and Combination (same vs. dif-
ferent curvature polarity) as factors, on both the SFAE
and SAAE data, for each subject. The main effect of Combi-
nation was significant [for SFAE: F(1,1) = 15.96, p < 0.05
for F.K.; F(1, 1) = 6.64, p < 0.05 for E.G.; for SAAE:
F(1, 1) = 11.83, p < 0.05 for F.K.; F(1,1) = 14.88, p < 0.05,
for E.G.]. The effect of Sign was not significant [for SFAE:
F(1, 11) = 1.78, p > 0.01 for F.K.; F(1,11) = 0.72, p > 0.01
for E.G.; for SAAE: F(1,11) = 1.22, p > 0.01 for F.K.;
F(1, 11) = 0.99, p > 0.01 for E.G.]. In addition, we per-
formed a two-way ANOVA to test whether the different cur-
vature-polarity conditions (gray bars) were significantly
different from zero, i.e. from the non-adapted condition.
They were significantly different [for SFAE: F(1, 1) = 15.7,
p < 0.05 for F.K.; F(1, 1) = 33.83, p < 0.05 for E.G.; for
SAAE: F(1,1) = 16.71, p < 0.05 for F.K.; F(1,1) = 8.07,
p < 0.05 for E.G.].

3.3. Experiment 3: Sag vs. cord

Here we investigate whether the two principle axes of a
symmetric curve, the sag and cord, are separately adapt-
able. We used quasi-half-wave-rectified sinusoidal-shaped
contours and a single-adaptor method. This method differs
from the one described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 in that a sin-
gle rather than a pair of adaptors was used. The single-
adaptor method is similar to that employed by Gheorghiu
and Kingdom (2007a). The adaptor was presented either
above or below fixation, and the test was presented in the
same location as the adaptor (see Fig. 4a). The comparison
contour, which was adjusted during the test period to
obtain the PSE, was presented in the other visual hemifield
to that of the test. We used two adaptor conditions: (i) dif-
ferent shape-frequencies but same shape-amplitudes
(0.5 deg)—the adaptation-to-shape-frequency condition,
and (ii) different shape-amplitudes but same shape-frequen-
cies (0.5 c/deg)—the adaptation-to-shape-amplitude condi-
tion (see Fig. 4a).

For the adaptation-to-shape-frequency condition, the
adaptor, test and comparison contours all had shape-
amplitudes of 0.5 deg. The test was fixed in shape-fre-
quency at 0.5 c/deg, and the adaptor was set to one of
ten shape frequencies: 0, 0.125, 0.177, 0.25, 0.354, 0.5,
0.707, 1, 1.414 and 2 c/deg. For the adaptation-to-shape-
amplitude condition, the adaptor, test and comparison all
had shape-frequencies of 0.5 c/deg. The test was set to a
shape-amplitude of 0.5 deg, and the adaptor to one of ten
shape-amplitudes: 0, 0.125, 0.177, 0.25, 0.354, 0.5, 0.707,
1, 1.414 and 2 deg. An example contour adaptor is shown
in Fig. 4a. For both adaptation-to-shape-frequency and
adaptation-to-shape-amplitude conditions, we measured
both SFAEs and SAAEs. For this experiment, the shape-
frequency and shape-amplitude ratios at the PSE were cal-
culated as the mean geometric ratio of test to comparison
values over the last 20 trials.

We can make two predictions. First, if the two principle
axes of a symmetric curve, the sag and cord, are not sepa-
rately adaptable we expect that even if the adaptors differ
only in shape-frequency (the adaptation-to-shape-fre-
quency condition) both the SFAE and SAAE will be
observed. Similarly, even if the adaptors differ only in
shape-amplitude (the adaptation-to-shape-amplitude con-
dition) both the SFAE and SAAE will be observed. On
the other hand if the sag and cord are independently adapt-
able we expect that if the adaptors differ only in shape-fre-
quency, only the SFAE will be observed, and if the
adaptors differ only in shape-amplitude, only the SAAE
will be observed.

Fig. 4 shows (b) SFAEs and (c) SAAEs as a function of
adaptor shape-frequency for the adaptation-to-shape-fre-
quency condition (light gray symbols), and as a function
of adaptor shape-amplitude for the adaptation-to-shape-
amplitude condition (black symbols). First consider the
conventional situation in which the dimension to which
the subjects were adapted was the same as that to which
they were tested (gray symbols in Fig. 4b, black symbols
in Fig. 4c). Note the bi-modal-shaped functions that cross
zero at, or close to, the point where adaptor and test have
the same value (indicated by the black arrow). This repli-
cates our previous findings (Gheorghiu & Kingdom,
2007a), and shows that the after-effects are bi-directional:
positive values indicate that lower shape-frequencies (or
shape-amplitudes) cause higher shape-frequencies (or
shape-amplitudes) to look higher, negative values show
that higher shape-frequencies (or shape-amplitudes) cause
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lower shape-frequencies (or shape-amplitudes) to look
lower (light gray symbols in Fig. 4b and black symbols in
Fig. 4c).

More pertinent however are the functions in which the
adaptor and test dimensions are different (black symbols
in Fig. 4b and gray symbols in Fig. 4c). The after-effects
in these cases are all close to zero. In other words adapta-
tion to shape-frequency had little or no impact on per-
ceived shape-amplitude, and adaptation to shape-
amplitude had little or no effect on perceived shape-fre-
quency. Thus the SFAE and SAAE are independent
after-effects. For curves that are ±cosine-shaped, this
implies that the sag and the cord are independently adapt-
able, and therefore encoded as separate dimensions of
curvature.

3.4. Experiment 4: Local orientation

Here we examine whether curvature-encoding is selec-
tive for local orientation. If curvature-encoding mecha-
nisms are selective for local orientation, we would expect
SFAEs and SAAEs to be reduced when the adaptor and
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test contours differed in their local orientation content. We
used pairs of adaptors and tests that were full sine-wave-
shaped contours constructed from odd-symmetric (i.e.
d.c. balanced) Gabor patches with a spatial bandwidth of
1.5 octaves and spatial frequency of 5 c/deg (see Fig. 5a).
The spacing between the Gabor patches along the contour
was 0.4 deg i.e. adaptor and test contours were equally
‘sampled’ by Gabors. The total number of Gabor patches
differed by a factor of 1.48 between the two adaptors, since
the length along the contour depends on both its shape-fre-
quency and shape-amplitude for a fixed size window. That
is, the adaptor with the high shape-frequency or shape-
amplitude was sampled by 34 Gabors, whereas the adaptor
with the low shape-frequency or shape-amplitude was sam-
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adaptor and test of different local orientation: horizontal-
adaptor/vertical-test and vertical-adaptor/horizontal-test.

Fig. 6 shows SFAEs and SAAEs for the relative
(Fig. 6a–b) and absolute (Fig. 6c–d) orientation conditions.
Same local-orientation adaptors and tests are indicated as
white bars and different local-orientation adaptors and
tests as gray bars. The dashed lines indicate the size of
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tests (dashed lines); (iii) significantly reduced after-effects
for adaptors/tests with different local orientations (gray
bars), whether relative or absolute.

To test whether the after-effects are significantly larger
for same versus different local orientations we performed
a two-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) with Orientation
(relative vs. absolute) and Combination (same vs. different
local orientations) as factors, on both the SFAE and SAAE
data (Fig. 6), for each subject. The main effect of Combina-
tion was significant [for SFAE: F(1,1) = 14.68, p < 0.05 for
F.K.; F(1,1) = 293.24, p < 0.05 for E.G.; for SAAE:
F(1, 1) = 10.36, p < 0.05 for F.K.; F(1,1) = 28.01, p < 0.05
for E.G.]. The effect of Orientation was not significant
[for SFAE: F(1, 3) = 1.51, p > 0.01 for F.K.;
F(1, 3) = 18.28, p > 0.01 for E.G.; for SAAE:
F(1, 3) = 0.74, p > 0.01 for F.K.; F(1,3) = 0.29, p > 0.01
for E.G.]. In addition, we performed a two-way ANOVA
to test whether the different local orientations (gray bars
in Fig. 6) were significantly different from zero, i.e. from
the non-adapted condition. They were significantly differ-
ent [for SFAE: F(1, 1) = 10.19, p < 0.05 for F.K.;
F(1, 1) = 25, p < 0.05 for E.G.; for SAAE: F(1,1) = 36.05,
p < 0.05 for F.K.; F(1, 1) = 55.02, p < 0.05 for E.G.].

In order to compare the reduction in the size of the
after-effects between observers, we calculated the magni-
tude of transfer of after-effect between different local orien-
tations, either relative or absolute, for each observer. The
amount of transfer of the after-effect was defined as the
after-effect obtained with different local orientations
divided by the after-effects obtained with same local-orien-
tations. Fig. 5f shows the transfer of SFAE (left panel) and
SAAE (right panel) between different local orientations,
either relative (light gray bars) or absolute (dark gray bars).
The value of 1 (dashed-line) indicates complete transfer
whereas a value less than 1 indicates partial transfer.
Fig. 5f shows that (i) both after-effects transfer partially
between different local orientations (on average, 41% for
SFAE and �46% for SAAE) and, (ii) there is a similar
amount of transfer for relative and absolute orientations.
These results indicate that both SFAEs and SAAEs show
a significant degree of selectivity for local orientation.

3.5. Experiment 5: Curvature opponency?

In this experiment we examine whether curvature-
encoding mechanisms are arranged in an opponent man-
ner, as recently proposed by Poirier and Wilson (2006).
In their model, curvature opponency took the form of pairs
of mutually inhibitory, opposite-polarity curvature-selec-
tive receptive fields that overlapped at 0/180 cosine phase,
as illustrated in Fig. 7a. Here we test experimentally
whether or not curvature opponency exists.

In our tests for curvature opponency, we used quasi-
half-wave-rectified sinusoidal-shaped adaptors and tests,
and potential opponent or inhibitory curves (simply termed
inhibitors from now on) that were added to the adaptors
(see Fig. 8a). The inhibitors were also quasi-half-wave-rec-
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tified sinusoidal-shaped contours with various degrees of
curvature, added to each adaptor segment either at its hor-
izontal position, i.e. abutting with it (see Fig. 8b), or at var-
ious spatial offsets (Fig. 9a–d).

3.5.1. Experiment 5A: Effect of inhibitor curvature

In the first part of the experiment we examine the effect,
if any, of the curvature of the inhibitors. The average
unsigned curvature of a sinusoidal contour is proportional
to the product of its shape-frequency and shape-amplitude
(see Appendix). We used eight values of inhibitor curvature
per adaptor, with the constraint that the inhibitors were all
equal in contour length to their corresponding adaptors
(see Fig. 8a and b). Under this constraint both the shape-
frequency and shape-amplitude of the underlying sinusoid
had to be co-varied. The resulting curvatures were calcu-
lated as the product of shape-frequency and shape-ampli-
tude, which is in units of cycles. Although other measures
of curvature exist, such as the mean radius of curvature,
the measure used here is intuitively the most appropriate
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Fig. 8. Experiment 5A: effect of inhibitor curvature. (a) Example quasi-half-wave-rectified sinusoidal-shaped adaptors, inhibitors and test contours. (b)
Example of single segments of adaptors and inhibitors for various degrees of inhibitor curvature. The dashed-square indicates adaptor-inhibitor of equal-
but-opposite curvatures. (c–d) Results for (c) SFAEs (light gray symbols) and (d) SAAEs (black symbols) normalized to the no-inhibitor values, as
functions of geometric-mean inhibitor curvature. The coarse-dashed lines indicate the after-effects obtained in the absence of inhibitors. The fine-dashed
lines indicate the no adaptation (and no inhibitors) baselines. The vertical gray lines in (c) and (d) indicate the adaptor-inhibitor of equal-but-opposite
curvatures.
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given our use of sinusoidal-shaped contours. The inhibitor
segments were positioned such that their peaks or troughs
overlapped with those of the adaptors, as shown in Fig. 8a
and b.

For the SFAE, we used a pair of adaptors with shape-
amplitude of 0.43 deg and shape-frequencies 0.25 c/deg
and 0.75 c/deg. Because the adaptors were of different
shape-frequencies, their cosine-phase half-cycle lengths
were different: 4.42 deg and 2.25 deg, respectively. Thus,
the contour lengths of the inhibitors were 4.42 deg and
2.25 deg for the two adaptors. For the 0.25 c/deg adaptors,
inhibitor curvatures were �0.0498, 0.0, 0.0243, 0.0559,
0.1075, 0.4739, 0.7727 and 1.6260, whereas for the 0.75 c/
deg adaptors, inhibitor curvatures were: �0.1189, 0.0,
0.0223, 0.1404, 0.3225, 0.4861, 0.7899 and 1.0832. The geo-
metric mean curvatures of the inhibitor pairs were �0.077,
0.0, 0.023, 0.09, 0.186, 0.48, 0.781 and 1.327, and the geo-
metric mean curvature of the adaptor pair was 0.186.
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For the SAAE, the pair of adaptors had a shape-fre-
quency of 0.43 c/deg and shape-amplitudes 0.25 deg and
0.75 deg. Again, because the adaptors were of different
shape-amplitudes, their cosine-phase half-cycle lengths
were different: 2.57 deg and 3.93 deg, respectively. Thus,
the lengths of the inhibitors were 2.57 deg and 3.93 deg
for the two adaptors. For the 0.25 deg adaptors, the inhib-
itor curvatures were �0.02, 0.0, 0.02, 0.0604, 0.1075, 0.276,
0.434 and 0.914, whereas for the 0.75 deg adaptors, inhib-
itor curvatures were �0.1945, 0.0, 0.0127, 0.1945, 0.3225,
0.515, 0.733 and 1.44. The geometric mean curvatures of
the inhibitor pairs were �0.062, 0.0, 0.0158, 0.108, 0.186,
0.377, 0.561 and 1.1469, while the geometric mean curva-
ture of the adaptor pair was 0.186. We also measured the
SFAE and SAAE in the absence of inhibitors. Fig. 8b
shows single segments of inhibitors and adaptors for vari-
ous degrees of inhibitor curvature.

If curvature mechanisms are organized in an equal-but-
opposite curvature-opponent manner then we would
expect a U-shaped function of after-effect versus inhibitor
curvature, with the minimum when adaptor and inhibitor
have equal-but-opposite curvatures (indicated by the
dashed-square in Fig. 8b and gray vertical line in
Fig. 8c–d). Fig. 8c shows SFAEs (light gray symbols) and
Fig. 8d SAAEs (black symbols) normalized to the no-
inhibitor values, as a function of the geometric mean of
the two inhibitor curvatures that corresponded to the two
adaptors. The coarse-dashed lines indicate the after-effect
obtained in the absence of inhibitors, whereas the fine-
dashed lines indicate the no adaptation (and no inhibitors)
baselines. Both SFAEs and SAAEs increase gradually with
increasing curvature of the inhibitor pair. There is no min-
imum when adaptors and inhibitors have the same curva-
ture (vertical gray line). These results do not support the
idea that curvature-sensitive mechanisms are organized
into mutually inhibitory, equal-but-opposite curvature
detectors, as suggested by Poirier and Wilson (2006).
3.5.2. Experiment 5B: Spatial separation

A possible criticism of the above experiment is that the
inhibitor pairs of various curvatures might have made a
positive contribution to the after-effect in spite of being
opposite in polarity (except in four conditions: 0 and
�0.077 curvatures for the SFAE and 0 and �0.062 curva-
tures for SAAE) to the adaptors and positioned in different
vertical locations relative to the tests. In the above experi-
ment, the pair of inhibitors co-varied in both the shape-fre-
quency and shape-amplitude of the underlying waveform.
In Experiment 3, we showed that adaptation to shape-fre-
quency had little or no impact on perceived shape-ampli-
tude, and adaptation to shape-amplitude had little or no
effect on perceived shape-frequency. Therefore, in Experi-
ment 5A, the shape-frequencies of the inhibitors might
have positively contributed towards the SFAE and the
shape-amplitudes of the inhibitors might have positively
contributed towards the SAAE. This positive contribution
towards the after-effects might have cancelled any negative
contribution resulting from inhibition.

In order to avoid this potential artifact, we conducted an
experiment that employed both ‘relevant’ and ‘irrelevant’
inhibitors. The terms relevant and irrelevant refer to their
possible adaptive effects on the test pair. A relevant inhib-
itor is ‘tied’ to the shape-frequency and shape-amplitude of
the adaptor (i.e. has the same curvature as the adaptor but
of opposite sign, as indicated in Fig. 9b left and by the
dashed-square in Fig. 8a). An irrelevant inhibitor is tied
to the shape-frequency and shape-amplitude of the test
contour, for both adaptors, and therefore unable to con-
tribute towards the after-effect (compare inhibitor and test
in Fig. 9a). Examples of irrelevant and relevant inhibitor,
adaptor and test pairs are shown in Fig. 9a–b. In this
experiment, rather than varying the curvature of the inhib-
itors as in Experiment 5A, we fixed inhibitor curvature and
varied the adaptor-inhibitor vertical separation.

The irrelevant inhibitor pair consisted of quasi-half-
wave-rectified sinusoidal-shaped contours with a shape-fre-
quency of 0.43 c/deg and shape-amplitude of 0.43 deg (the
same as the test pair) (see Fig. 9a). The relevant inhibitor
pair consisted of quasi-half-wave-rectified sinusoidal-
shaped contours with the same shape-frequency and
shape-amplitude as the adapting pair (see Fig. 9b). Single
fragments of the various inhibitor-adaptor separations
are shown in Fig. 9c for the irrelevant, and Fig. 9d for
the relevant inhibitors. We used eleven spatial separations:
�6, �4, �3, �2, �1, �0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 deg.

If curvature encoders are organized in an opponent
manner, then we would expect a U-shaped function of ver-
tical separation, i.e. a minimum after-effect at zero separa-
tion. Fig. 10 shows (a) SFAEs and (b) SAAEs, normalized
to the no-inhibitor conditions, as a function of the spatial
separation between the inhibitor and adaptor, for irrele-
vant (black squares) and relevant (gray circles) inhibitors.
The coarse-dashed lines at zero indicate the after-effect in
the absence of the inhibitor (i.e. adaptor present but no
inhibitor), while the fine-dashed lines indicate the after-
effects in the absence of any adapting stimulus (i.e. no
adaptor and no inhibitor). Error bars in the lower left cor-
ner indicate maximum and minimum standard errors. The
results show firstly that for both relevant and irrelevant
inhibitors, there is a local maximum in both after-effects
when the adaptor-inhibitor separation is zero (indicated
by the vertical gray line). The local maximum obtained
for zero spatial separation is close to that obtained in the
absence of the inhibitors (coarse-dashed lines). Secondly,
for intermediate adaptor-inhibitor separations (both posi-
tive and negative separations), the after-effects obtained
with the irrelevant inhibitors are in general lower than
whose obtained with the relevant inhibitors (compare black
squares with gray circles).

Our finding of a local maximum instead of a minimum
at zero adaptor-inhibitor spatial separation, in both after-
effects and for both relevant and irrelevant adaptors, is
not consistent with curvature mechanisms being organized
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Fig. 10. Experiment 5B: spatial separation. Results: (a) SFAEs and (b) SAAEs, normalized to the no-inhibitor conditions, as a function of the spatial
separation between the inhibitor and adaptor, for irrelevant (black squares) and relevant (gray circles) inhibitors. The coarse-dashed lines at zero level
indicate the after-effect in the absence of the inhibitor. The fine-dashed lines indicate the no adaptation (and no inhibitors) baselines. Error bars in the
lower left corner indicate maximum and minimum standard errors. The vertical gray lines indicate adaptor-inhibitor of 0 deg spatial separation for which
Poirier and Wilson (2006) model predicts maximal inhibitory interactions between opponent curvature mechanisms.
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in an opponent manner. In the Discussion below we will
return to consider why we obtained a local maximum at
zero adaptor-inhibitor separation.
4. General discussion

To summarize. SFAEs and SAAEs (i) show a degree of
selectivity to adaptor shape-phase; (ii) show a degree of
selectivity to curvature polarity or sign; (iii) show a degree
of selectivity to local orientation; (iv) are independent
after-effects, suggesting that that the two orthogonal axes
of a curve, the sag and the cord, are encoded indepen-
dently; and (v) show no evidence for curvature opponency.

Recently we showed that SFAEs and SAAEs did not
result from adaptation to either local orientation or global
shape, but instead to local curvature (Gheorghiu & King-
dom, 2007a). The results of the present study have refined
our understanding of the spatial properties of curvature-
tuned mechanisms. Consider the significance of each find-
ing for our understanding of curvature processing.
1. Maximum after-effect for 0/180 deg shape-phase adapt-

ors. Gheorghiu and Kingdom (2007a) showed that using
full-length sinusoidal adaptors and tests of various sinu-
soidal lengths, SFAEs and SAAEs reached a maximum
when the test was half-a-cycle, provided it was in cosine
phase. Sine-phase test fragments reached a maximum
when closer to a full cycle. However, only test fragments
in cosine and sine phase were tested. In our first experi-
ment (Experiment 1) we used repeating half-cycle adapt-
ors and full-sinusoidal tests, and found the biggest after-
effects when the adaptors were in cosine phase. This
result reinforces the conclusion that curvature-encoding
mechanisms have a mirror-symmetric receptive field
structure. Significant after-effects were however
obtained with the sine-phase half-cycle adaptors. Why?
The reason is probably that a sine-phase half-cycle can
be thought of as consisting of two short curves of oppo-
site sign joined together. The two short portions of each
half-cycle would presumably still produce some degree
of after-effect. The after-effects obtained with quasi-
half-wave-rectified adaptors were smaller that those
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obtained with full sine-wave adaptors, presumably
because the latter have more contrast energy. The size
of the after-effect obtained with full sine-wave adaptors
was not however a simple sum of those obtained from
the various fragmented adaptors, suggesting that adap-
tations from different parts of the stimuli do not com-
bine linearly.

2. Selectivity to curvature polarity. Several studies have
shown that curvature polarity is an important feature
in shape perception, by reporting an advantage for
either positive or negative curvature polarities. For
instance, some studies have found an advantage for con-
vexity when judging position (Bertamini, 2001; Berta-
mini & Mosca, 2004; Loffler, Wilson, & Wilkinson,
2003). Other studies report an advantage for concavities
when detecting a change in shape (Barenholtz et al.
2003). To our knowledge however, Experiment 2 is the
first psychophysical evidence that curvature mechanisms
are selective for curvature polarity.

3. Selectivity to sag and cord. Using half-wave rectified
sinusoidal shapes, we showed that a wide range of adap-
tor shape-frequencies had little or no effect on the per-
ceived shape-amplitude of a test, and that a wide
range of adaptor shape-amplitudes had little or no effect
on the perceived shape-frequency of a test. This indi-
cates that the SFAE and SAAE are largely independent
after-effects, in turn suggesting that the sag and cord of a
curve are independently processed. Thus curvature
might be encoded via two sub-populations of neurons,
both selective along a number of dimensions, e.g. lumi-
nance polarity, luminance scale, chromaticity, overall
orientation, curvature polarity etc., but with one popu-
lation tuned to curves with various sags and the other
tuned to curves with various cords.

4. Selectivity to local orientation. Experiment 4 showed that
contour-shape encoding mechanisms exhibit some degree
of selectivity for absolute local orientation, as well as for
local orientation defined in relation to the tangent of the
curve. These findings are inconsistent with those of
Habak et al. (2004) who considered local orientation
selectivity in the context of the detection of radial-fre-
quency patterns. They measured the effects of a radial-fre-
quency mask on the detection of a radial-frequency test,
and found that the mask elevated test thresholds by the
same amount irrespective of whether the mask orienta-
tions were parallel or orthogonal to the curve’s tangent.
The two most likely reasons for the difference between
our results and those of Habak et al. (2004) are that (a)
Habak et al. measured shape-detection thresholds
whereas we measured shape appearance, and (b) radial-
frequency pattern detection is perhaps mediated by mech-
anisms sensitive to global shape (Wilkinson, Wilson, &
Habak, 1998) whereas the after-effects employed here
are mediated by mechanisms sensitive to local curvature
(Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2007a).
Comparable sized after-effects were obtained for adapt-
ors/tests with the same local orientation, whether collin-
ear, orthogonal, horizontal, or vertical, whereas the
after-effects were reduced when adaptors and tests dif-
fered in local orientation (average transfer �40%, see
Fig. 5f). These results rule out the possibility that curva-
ture encoders are universally non-selective for local orien-
tation. However the significant amount of transfer across
local orientation leaves open the possibility that some cur-
vature encoders might be so tuned. The more parsimoni-
ous explanation however is that curvature encoders are
universally selective for local orientation, but have rela-
tively broad local-orientation tuning.

5. Absence of curvature opponency. In Experiment 5 we
failed to find any evidence that curvature mechanisms
were organized in an opponent manner, as recently pro-
posed by Poirier and Wilson (2006) (see Fig. 7a). One
interesting feature of the experiment in which we varied
the degree of curvature of the inhibitors (which always
abutted the adaptors—see Experiment 5A, Fig. 8a–b)
was that the after-effects increased with the absolute dif-
ference in curvature between inhibitor and adaptor
(Fig. 8c–d). The reason for this is probably the influence
of ‘iso-orientation surround suppression’, or IOSS. This
is the effect whereby the presence of surround orienta-
tions inhibits the neural response to a test orientation.
IOSS is exhibited in some V1 neurons (Blakemore &
Tobin, 1972; Cavanaugh, Bair, & Movshon, 1997;
Jones, Grieve, Wang, & Sillito, 2001; Knierim & van
Essen, 1992; Levitt & Lund, 1997; Nelson & Frost,
1978; Nothdurft, Gallant, & van Essen, 1999; Yao &
Li, 2002), and has been demonstrated psychophysically
in two ways: first, oriented lines fail to ‘pop-out’ when
surrounded by parallel lines (Petkov & Westenberg,
2003); second, the SFAE is reduced when the adaptor
contours are surrounded by parallel contours (Kingdom
& Prins, 2005b). Fig. 7b shows a schematic representa-
tion of how IOSS might affect curvature-encoding.
In Experiment 5B, the finding of a local maximum (indi-
cated by the vertical gray line in Fig. 10) instead of min-
imum when the inhibitors abutted the adaptors is also
not consistent with curvature mechanisms being orga-
nized in an opponent manner. Furthermore, the finding
that for intermediate adaptor-inhibitor separations
(both positive and negative separations) the after-effects
using the irrelevant inhibitors were in general lower than
those using relevant inhibitors (compare black squares
with gray circles in Fig. 10), might also reflect a contri-
bution of IOSS. This follows from the fact that the local
orientations in the adaptors are more similar to those in
the irrelevant than the relevant inhibitors, thus allowing
IOSS to manifest itself more strongly with the irrelevant
inhibitors.

Could any of these findings be explained in terms of
adaptation to local orientation rather than to curvature?
Gheorghiu and Kingdom (2007a) showed that local orien-
tation is not the feature underpinning the SFAE and
SAAE. They found that comparable sized after-effects were
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obtained from sinusoidal- and square-wave-shaped adapt-
ors when using the same, sinusoidal-shaped tests, a fact
hard to explain on the basis of orientation adaptation.
Additional evidence against local orientation as the adapt-
ing feature is the degree of independence of the SFAE and
SAAE.

To conclude. In this communication we have examined
the spatial properties of curvature-encoding mechanisms.
If we include the results of the recent study by Kingdom
and Gheorghiu (2007), which provided evidence that the
first-stage inputs to curvature detectors are multiplicatively
combined (see also Poirier & Wilson, 2006), we can state
the following. (1) Curvature is encoded by mechanisms that
combine multiplicatively the responses of oriented filters
whose receptive fields are arranged in a cosine-shape of
given polarity. (2) Some of these mechanisms are selective
for the local orientation, and orientation arrangement, of
their first-order sub-units. (3) Curvature receptive field
shapes have various sags and cords, and these are indepen-
dently combined to encode perceived sag and cord. (4) Cur-
vature receptive fields are not organized in an opponent
manner.
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Appendix A

Here we provide equations for the various types of con-
tours used.

(i) A full-wave sinusoidal-shaped contour is given by the
equation:

yðxÞ ¼ A sinð2pfxþ qÞ ðAI:1Þ

where A—shape-amplitude in pixels, f—shape-frequency in
cycle per pixels and q shape-phase in radians. The average
unsigned curvature (C) of a sinusoidal-shaped contour is
proportional to the product of its shape-frequency and
shape-amplitude: C / A � f .

(ii) A quasi-half-wave-rectified sinusoidal-shaped con-
tour is given by the equation:

yðxÞ ¼
A sinð2pfxþ qÞ

0

�
for

for

sinð2pfxþ qÞ > 0

sinð2pfxþ qÞ 6 0
ðAI:2Þ

where A, f and q are as above. The term ‘quasi-half-wave-
rectified’ refers to the fact that the waveform is missing the
part defining the ‘d.c.’.

(iii) A quasi-half-wave-rectified sinusoidal-shaped con-
tour with component fragments of a specific phase,

yðxÞ ¼
A sinð2pfxþ qþ /Þ

0

�
for

for

sinð2pfxþ qþ /Þ > 0

sinð2pfxþ qþ /Þ 6 0

ðAI:3Þ
where A, f, q are as above and / is the phase of the com-
ponent fragments. In Experiment 1, / of the adaptor frag-
ments was set to one of the eight values: 0, p/4, p/2, 3p/4,p,
5p/4, 3p/2 and 7p/4.

For each of the above-mentioned type of stimuli, the
pixel intensities allocated to each line of pixels are in accor-
dance with the desired luminance profile (see Section 2).
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